needed to use the walking aid just able to walk a short distance, after the
adjustments, he is able to walk unaided. Also found a job and started to work, and
able to ride motor-cycle to and fro for 7 to 8 kilometres journey, although feeling a
bit numbness and aches, but no feelings of pain.
Mother is 83 years old, with a few common old people’s problems; blood
pressure slightly high, blood sugar above normal range, 3 years ago was hit by a
drunken driver and injured the spinal area, made her unable to walk properly. My
wife has problem with the heart, outer layer membrane blood vessel bended
causing blockage of 90%, blood flow restricted, leading to upper arm, shoulder
blade with aches and pains, as well as numbness, with adjustments applied, it
improved a lot. Mother’s blood pressure has come down, blood sugar also normal,
is able to walk some distance, doing exercises. My wife’s aches and pains have
gone, only a bit of numbness, their medications have been reduced and some of
them been stopped. On 9th August, Man Sang Activity Centre in Taipei new course
starting, two of them went to enrol immediately, make life better for them.
Learning “Longevitology” in the beginning, because if it’s effectiveness, have
to make time sitting quietly in the morning and evening, give people the
impression that you are sitting and looking stupid, get laughed at by the people
who do not believe Longevitology and think you have been cursed with voodoo
planted by others. Just laying hands and able to change ills and pains, “cheating
innocent boy”, like the deceitful organisation. It does not matter if you do not
believe; laugh or curse is up to you. Extending hands to help those who needed
help, not accepting rewards, gain or fame, saving people with benevolence and
compassion, even if cheated to charity, it is my entire willingness to do so, without
regret in this life. Thankful to Mr. Zhiu senior’s recommendation, even more
thankful to teacher Lin, teacher Wei and chakras master and the entire senior
learner’s guidance, thank you to you all.
But up to now the only defect and disheartened response, its’ my 89 years old
father (strange old man), he knows he could feel the effectiveness of Longevitology,
but not willing to have adjustments applied to him (has been unwell, had
adjustments 5 to 6 times). So while he’s sleeping, I would apply adjustments
remotely, if woken up by the energy, he would ask me to leave. Really, no other
way I could think of what to do?
Symptoms and adjustments : Echo hearing – C7 + C5 + ears.
High blood pressure – C7 + C4 +head + heart.
High uric acid – C7 + C3 + C2 .
Abnormal liver function – C3 + liver.
Knee joint pain – C7 + loin area + affected area.
Sacral sciatic nerve pain – C7 + loin + affected area.
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